Savage Sunsets

In his twelfth poetry collection, Adrian
Louis slays Indian Countrys centuries-old
demons and confronts his own grief upon
losing his wife to Alzheimers, revealing a
writer at his peak and a poet unafraid to
take chances. There is no room for
misinterpretation; his diction is as clear-cut
as a logged forest. In Archaeology, Louis
writes about the Anglo invasion of Indian
Country and its loss of Native traditions,
language, and history. In Savage Sunsets,
he writes candidly about his wifes battle
with Alzheimers and how the disease steals
away their waning days together. As the
sun sets on his wifes life and on Indian
Country, Louis remains stalwart, a bold
emissary who has lived to tell.

Savage Sunsets. Title: Savage Sunsets. In Archaeology, Louis writes about the Anglo invasion of Indian Country and its
loss of Native traditions, language, and Ceremonies of the Damned (1997) Ancient Acid Flashes Back (2000) Bone &
Juice (2001) Evil Corn (2004) Logorrhea (2006) and Savage Sunsets (2012).Adrian C. Louis is from northern Nevada
and is an enrolled member of the Lovelock Paiute Tribe. Louis, who holds an MFA from Brown University, has taught
atOnce within striking distance, giving in to his savage fury, he delivered a powerful blow to her face. Blood flew in the
air, as Paris crumbled to the ground . . . forA new book of poems by Adrian C. Louis Savage Sunsets/ 88 pp. Available
September 2012. ISBN 978-0-9826968-7-3. West End Press PO Box 27334In Savage Sunsets, he writes candidly about
his wifes battle with Alzheimers and how the disease steals away their waning days together. As the sun sets onBlood
Thirsty Savages [Adrian C. Louis] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. An enrolled member of the Lovelock
Paiute Indian tribe andSavage Sunsets (paperback). In his twelfth poetry collection, Adrian Louis slays Indian Countrys
centuries-old demons and confronts his own grief upon losingago, filled with those vibrant wings made into pictures of
silky tropical seas and black palm trees against savage sunsets and set in silver jewellery, vivid onThey raped each
others mouths, talked with skin, tongue, limbt Meanwhile, outside, the savage sunsets and neon dawns came and went,
and the night skiesIn Savage Sunsets, he writes candidly about his wifes battle with Alzheimers As the sun sets on his
wifes life and on Indian Country, Louis remains stalwart, - 19 sec - Uploaded by StealingShad3zHope Camp Everfree
has aloe vera cause I think someone just got buuuuurned!!! Sub to Savage Sunsets. In his twelfth poetry collection,
Adrian Louis slays Indian Countrys centuries-old demons and confronts his own grief upon losing his - 3 minSavage
Sunsets A new book of poems by Adrian C. Louis Released September, 2012 from Savage Sunsets has 11 ratings and 1
review. Sondra said: Some of these poems are truly amazing. Others may need further introspection or life experience
The Paperback of the Savage Sunsets by Adrian C. Louis at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or
more!ELECTRIC SNAKES. A NEW BOOK OF KICK-ASS POEMS, APRIL 2018. ORDER FROM . Posted 14th
April by ACLsavage-sunsets. Return to Savage Sunsets. Posted on October 30, 2013 by Dana Petersen No Comments v
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